


















Collective phenomena exhibited by systems consisting of interacting dynamical or stochastic ele-
ments have been the subject of signicant attention over the past few decades. Such collective
phenomena include classical equilibrium phase transitions of microscopic molecules, formation of
chemical patterns in reaction-diusion systems, synchronization transitions of nonlinear oscillators,
formation of swarm-like dynamics in self-propelled particles, and opinion formation in social network
systems. Various mathematical models of interacting elements that exhibit collective dynamics have
been proposed and analyzed, and their theoretical predictions have been conrmed by experiments.
One of the simplest mathematical models of such systems is an ensemble of coupled noisy bistable
elements, where each individual element is described by a normal form of the pitchfork bifurca-
tion and is subjected to independent noise. A system of noisy bistable elements that are spatially
distributed and diusively coupled with their nearest neighbors is equivalent to the time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau equation in the continuum limit. It describes the kinetics of a non-conserved order
parameter and has been extensively studied in the statistical physics of phase transitions. A system
of noisy bistable elements with global, mean-eld coupling has also been studied as a simple model of
self-organizing systems that exhibit order-disorder phase transitions (Kometani and Shimizu 1975,
Desai and Zwanzig 1978, Dawson 1983, Shiino 1987). In particular, Shiino (1987) established the H-
theorem for the nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation (NLFPE) describing the system in the continuum
limit, thereby ensuring monotonous relaxation of the system into its nal stationary states. Frank
et al. (2001) later extended the H-theorem to NLFPEs that describe more general systems.
Recently, it has been shown that complex networks (Watts and Strogatz 1998, Barabasi and Albert
1999), typically characterized by small-world and scale-free properties, are ubiquitous structures of
the real-world systems, such as in metabolic networks, neural networks, ecological networks, com-
puter networks, transportation networks, and in social communication networks. Various models
of complex networks have been proposed, including the Watts-Strogatz model of the small-world
networks and the Barabasi-Albert model of the scale-free networks, which reproduce typical char-
acteristics of the real-world networks. Toward understanding of the functional meaning of complex
network structures in the real-world systems, dynamical processes on complex networks have also
attracted much attention (Barrat et al. 2008). In particular, mathematical models of epidemics
spreading (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001) and coupled nonlinear oscillators (Ichinomiya 2004,
Boccaletti et al. 2006) on complex scale-free networks have widely been studied. It has been shown
that the heterogeneous degree distribution of the complex networks is essentially important in un-
derstanding the dynamical properties of such network-organized systems. In the theoretical analysis,
the mean-eld approximation of the scale-free network has been successfully used to explain their
dynamical properties.
In this thesis, we analyze a system of diusively coupled noisy bistable elements on a scale-free
random network. This system is described by the following coupled Langevin equations:
dxi(t)
dt
= xi   x3i + 
NX
j=1
Aij(xj   xi) + i(t) (1)
for i = 1; :::; N , where xi is the state of i-th element, Aij is the adjacency matrix of the network,  is
2the coupling intensity, and i(t) represents Gaussian-white noise of intensityD applied independently
to each element. The degree distribution of the scale-free network follows the power law, r(k)  k  ,
where 2 <   3, and the minimum and maximum degrees are kept xed. Models similar to Eq. (1)
have been considered in Perc (2008) and in Acebron et al. (2007) regarding stochastic resonance of
the network to weak periodic signals, and in Kouvaris et al. (2012) regarding traveling and stationary
patterns.
By direct numerical simulations, we show that an order-disorder transition, similar to that in glob-
ally coupled bistable systems, also takes place in this network-organized system. Namely, the system
relaxes either to a statistically symmetric state (disordered) or to an asymmetric state (ordered)
with respect to x = 0 depending on the parameters  and D. Dependence of the stationary mean
eld on the noise intensity D near the order-disorder transition point suggests that the transition
is continuous with the classical exponent, 1=2. Using the mean-eld approximation of the scale-free
network, we also show that the patterns on the network can be tted by the stable xed points of
the local dynamics of individual bistable elements; under this approximation, each element obeys
the following Langevin equation:
_x(t) = x  x3 + k [x(t)  x] + (t); (2)









It is shown that the patterns formed on the network can be tted by the stable xed points of
the local dynamics Eq. (2) reasonably well. We further show that the phase ordering process takes
place consecutively and in order of the degrees, reecting the strong degree heterogeneity of the
scale-free network. Namely, elements with relatively small degrees k form a bimodal distribution in
the early stage of the evolution, and then slowly relax and transform into a unimodal distribution
consecutively in decreasing order of the degrees. To analyze the phase ordering dynamics of the
original network-organized system, we introduce a NLFPE approximately describing the original
system under the mean-eld approximation of the scale-free network,





x  x3 + k[hxi(t)  x]	P (x; t; k)+D@2P (x; t; k)
@x2
; (4)









P (x; t; k)xdx (5)
is the degree-weighted mean eld of the network, r(k) is the degree distribution, and hki is the
mean degree. By numerical simulations, it is shown that this approximate NLFPE reproduces the
stationary properties of the original network system. The relaxation dynamics of the original system
is also reproduced reasonably well; the PDF of the elements with relatively small degrees becomes
bimodal in the early stage of the evolution and then slowly transforms into a unimodal PDF.
3Self-consistency analysis of the stationary solutions of the approximate NLFPE (4), which is
similar to that by Shiino (1987) for globally coupled systems, shows that the NLFPE (4) exhibits an
order-disorder transition, where the coupling intensity  and the noise intensity D act as bifurcation
parameters. By generalizing the arguments by Shiino (1987) and Frank (2001), we can also show
that the H-theorem holds for the NLFPE (4), which ensures its monotonous convergence to a stable
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which decreases monotonously with the evolution of the NLFPE (4) and is minimized when P (x; t; k)
reaches the self-consistent solution for all k. These results suggest that an order-disorder transition
also takes place in the original network system.
To explain the consecutive relaxation dynamics of the system, we adopt the Kramers' escape rate
theory, which tells that the escape time T of an element's state from a less stable xed point to a
more stable xed point under the inuence of noise increases exponentially with the height of the







Since the potential barrier for the element decreases approximately linearly with the degree k, the
relaxation time T of the element with degree k decreases exponentially with k, and this qualita-
tively explains consecutive relaxation dynamics. The total relaxation time predicted by the escape
rate argument agrees with that of the direct numerical simulation of the original network system
reasonably well.
In summary, our study reveals the existence of an order-disorder transition and degree-dependent
consecutive phase ordering dynamics in a system of noisy bistable elements on the scale-free network.
It is shown that the mean-eld approximation of the scale-free network and the resulting nonlin-
ear Fokker-Planck equations are eective in understanding the dynamics of the original network
system. Though the focus of the present study is on generic dynamical properties of the class of
coupled bistable dynamical systems on scale-free networks and not on specic real-world systems,
our theoretical ndings will be of potential relevance in the analysis of real-world network dynamics.
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????????????? t ?????????????? x ????
dx(t)
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F (x) = x  x3 (2.2)
???????1 ?????????? 2 ??????? f 1; 1g ?????????????????
????????????????????? a ????
F = ax  x3 (2.3)






= F (x(t)) + (t)
hi(t)j(s)i = 2D^(t  s) (2.4)






?????????????????????????? i, j ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????  (xi(t);xj(t)) ?




*4 ????????????????????????????????  ij(xi(t);xj(t)) ?????????????
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??????????????????????????? A = faijg????????????
dxi(t)
dt




hi(t)j(s)i = 2D^(t  s) (2.5)
??????????????? aij ??? 0 ??? 1 ???*5?aij = 0 ? i; j ??????????









= F (xi(r; t)) + rxi(r; t) (2.6)
?????????? r ???????????
??????????????????Turing ????????? [3]??????????? [4]?
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???? Ginzburg-Landau ??? (TDGL ???) ????????? [7{9]???????????
??????
TDGL ?????????????????????????????????????? (F=V ) =
F0 + a(T   Tc)S2 + BS4   hS ????????????????????????????????
????????? S ?????????? F ???????????????????????? V














= AS  BS3 + r2S + (r; t) (2.8)
????Tc   T = a ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????3 ??
??????????????????????????? S ????  ?????????? S = 0
?????????????????????????????????? S ???????????
?????????????? (????) ???????????????????????????
*5 ??????????????? wij ? aij ?????????????????


















??????????aij = (1  ij) ???
dxi(t)
dt
= F (xi(t)) +
NX
j=1
(1  ij) (xi(t);xj(t)) + i(t) (2.9)
?????????? aij = (1  ij) ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????










(1  ij)(xj(t)  xi(t)) + i(t)





(xj(t)  xi(t)) + i(t) (2.10)




j=1 xj(t) =X(t) ?????? (2.10) ?
dxi(t)
dt
= F (xi(t)) + (X(t)  xi(t)) + i(t) (2.11)
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(aj   ai) + i(t)
hi(t)j(s)i = 2Dij(t  s) (2.12)
















????? ai ???????? (ai; t) ????? s + 1 ??????????????????
s(a1;    ; as; t) =
R
g(a; t)das+1    daN ??????????
2(a1; a2; t) ' (a1; t)(a2; t) (2.14)



















????????????????? lnF (; t) ????????






????? Mn(t) ????????? M1(t) ???????? x ?????
??????????????????????????????????? (??????????
????????????????????????) ?
Desai ? Zwanzig ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??? Desai ? Zwanzig ??????????????????????????????????
? 2.1 ????????????????? D = 4=3,  = 2 ??????????????????
? D = 1=3,  = 2 ????????????? M1(t) = x(t) ??? M3(t) ????????????
*6 ????????????? vi = pai   qa3i + (=N)
P
j(aj   ai) ? pt! t0, (q=p)1=2a! a0 ??????????
???? [16]?
? 2? ???????? 15
? 2.1 ??????????????????? x(t) ??? M3(t) ????? ( [16]????) ?
??????????? Gaussian ???????? n  3 ? M3 ???? M2 ???????
?????????? D = 4=3;  = 2 ??????????????????????????
D = 1=3;  = 2 ???????
??????????????????? (???????????????????????????
???????) ??????? D = 4=3,  = 2 ??????????????? x = 0 ??????
????? a $  a ?????????????????????????????????????
D = 1=3,  = 2 ??????????????? x  0:8327 ??????????? a$  a ???
??????????????????????????????????? 2.1 ??????????
??????????????????????
? 2.1 ? x ? M3 ??????? x ????? 1=2 ?????????? M3 ????????
???????????????? t  8 ???? x ? M3 ???????????????????
? 2.2 ??????????????? M2 ? M4 ?????????????????? 3 ????
??????????????????????? M2 ? M4 ???????????????? M2
? M4 ???????? (??????????? x;M3 ???????????) ?????????
M2 ? M4 ???????????????????????? 3 ???? M3 ??????????
??????????????????????????????
Dawson [17] ? Shiino [18] ?????????????????? (2.15) ?????? N !1 ?
????????????????????? - ?????????????????????????
? 2? ???????? 16
? 2.2 ??????????????????? M2(t) ??? M4(t) ????? ( [16] ???
?) ???????????? Gauss ??????????? D = 4=3;  = 2 ?????????











? 2.3 ??????? (??) ?????????????????????? (? (2.19), ??) ?
???????????????????????????????????[(a)-(c)] ?  ????
? D ??????????????????????? (a) ? D < Dc ????? (b) ? D = Dc
?????? (c) ? D > Dc ????????? S ???????????? U ????????
???????













? 2.4 (a) ????????????? (b) ???????????????
???????????????Dawson ? Shiino ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? (2.15) ?






















??????????????? 2.3 ??? (2.19) ??????????? x ?? a0 ???????
??? x = a0 ????????????????? x ? a0 ??????????????????
? 2.3 ?????????????????????? 2.3 ????????????????????
S ? U ??????????????????????????????????????? x ? a0
????????????? ?????? S ?????????????????????? (a) ??
??????? x 6= 0 ?????????? 2 ? (???)? (b), (c) ????? ???? x = 0 ??
???????? 1 ? (????) ?????????????? 2.4(b) ?????????????
??????????? D ?????????????????????? ????????????
??????????????????? - ???????????????????????????
?????N !1 ??????????????????????????????????? - ??
????????
*7 Desai ? Zwanzig ???? Dawson ???? Shiino ?????????????????????????????
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?????1998 ?? Watts ? Strogatz ??????????????????????? [44]??






















????? P (k) ???????????????????????????????????????
???????? P (k) / k  ???????????? (????  ?? 2 <   3 ???????
???) ???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? (?????????????????) ?????
?? (? 1.3 C ??) ??????? (? 1.3 A ??) ??????????????????????
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Barabasi ? Albert ????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? [45]?????????????????????
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 (i) ???????? m0 ?? (???*8) ????????????






 (iii) ???? N ??????(ii) ????????????





 (i) ??? N ? ???? P (k) ??????????????? N   1 ???????????
 (ii) ?????? ki ? P (k) ??????????





 (i) ??? N ? ???? P (k) ???????????????pN ???????????
 (ii) ?????? ki ? P (k) ????????????????????? ki ???? ????
???? Ej , ( j = f1;    ;Mg;M =
P
i ki) ???????







????????????????????????????Pastor-Satorras ? Vespignani ????
??????????????? [43]??????????? (2.5) ????????????????
*8 ??????????????????????? 2 ?????????????????????????




Pastor-Satorras ? Vespignani ???????????????????????????????




(ii) ???????????????????????????????????????  ???
?????????????  ??????????????????
(iii) (ii) ??????
?? (i)-(iii) ?????????????SIS ????????????*9?????????????
 ?  = = ????????????????????  = 1 ??????????? =  ?????
????????????????????? Erdos-Renyi ?????????????????
 ???????? c ??????????????????????????????????
???  ??? c ??????????????????????????????????????
Pastor-Satorras ? Vespignani ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????
Pastor-Satorras ? Vespignani ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????  ????? k ????????????????
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?????????????P (k) ??Pk P (k) = 1 ?????????? k ??????????





??????Barabasi ? Albert ????????????????????P (k) ?????
P (k) = 2m2=k3 (2.24)





????????????????????????  =Pk P (k)k ?







???????? [27]?Ichinomiya ???????????????????? (????) ?????
?-??????????????????????????????????
Ichinomiya ?????????????????????????????????????????
? 2 <   3 ????? P (k) / k  ?????????????????????????  = 2:5









aij sin(j   i) (2.27)
????K ?????????????????!i ???? i ??????????????? !i ??
?? N(!) ?? i ???????????????????? N(!) = N( !) ??????????
??????????????? - ???????????? K ?????????????????
??????????
?????????????? r ?????????????????????????????
K > 0 ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? k, ?
???? ! ????????? t ????  ?????? (k; !; t; ) ???????? ?????
? 2? ???????? 22
???????????????? Z 2
0
(k; !; t; )d = 1 (2.28)
??????????????? @=@t = 0 ?????????????  ???????????
@=@t = @(v)=@ ??????????? v ?? (2.27) ????????????????????
??????????????????????? k ?????????????????? k ???
???????????????


















N(!)P (k)k(k; !; t; )eid!dkdR
P (k)kdk
(2.30)
???????????????? r =Pj rij=N ???????????????????????
??????????????????? Pj kjeij=Pj kj ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? kj ????????
?????????????????????????? r ????? 0  r  1 ?????????
???????? r = 0 ????
? (2.30) ?? (2.29) ???????








f(k; !; t; )(! +Kkr sin(   ))g = 0 (2.32)
?????? k ???????????????? (2.32) ?????? Kuramoto ????????
?????????????????? Kuramoto ??????????








if j!jKkr  1 (2.33a)
C(k; !)
j!  Kkr sin j otherwise (2.33b)
??????????????? C(k; !) ?????????????? Kk ??????????
??????? (2.33b) ?? (2.30) ??????? r ?
r =
RRR




N(!)(k; !; )d! =
Z Kkr
 Kkr
N(!)(k; !; )d! +
Z  Kkr
 1
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????????! <  Kkr ???? ! > Kkr ?????? N(!) = N( !) ??????????
?????????? Z  Kkr
 1
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?????? r 6= 0 ??????????Z








???????????????? f(r) ??????? r ???????????????????




























????R1 1N(!)d! = 1 ???????????? f(r) > R kP (k)dk ??????????? (2.39)









??????????????????????????????2 <   3 ????????????
K(> 0) ????????????????? (R k2P (k)dk= R kP (k)dk ??????????????
?)??????????????????????????????? N ! 1; kmax ! 1 ????
???? - ?????????????????????????????
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2.4.3 ????????????????? Ginzburg-Landau ???
2009 ??????????????????????????????????????????
? [30]?Nakao ? Mikhailov ??????????????????? Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????CGL
?????Hopf ?????????????????????????????? Stuart-Landau ??
????????????????????CGL ????????????????????????
?? Kuramoto ????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? (Hopf ?????????????) ????????????????????






























































? 2.5 [(a)-(c)] ???? Wj ????????????????????[(d)-(f)] ???? j ??
?????? jWj j ??????????????????? K = 0:02 ((a) ? (d))? K = 0:04
((b) ? (e))? K = 0:08 ((c) ? (f)) ??????????????????????????
k1  k2     kN ??????[(d)-(f)] ????????????????????????
CGL ?????????????????????




????Wj ??? j ?????????????????c0; c1; c2 ????????????????
??????????????????????????????Lij ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
? 2.5 ??(a) ?????????(b) ?????? (c) ?????????????????????
?????????????????? c0 = 0; c1 =  2; c2 = 2 ???????Nakao ? Mikhailov ?
????????????????????????????????????????????? H








_Wj(k) = (1 + ic0)Wj   (1 + ic2)jWj j2Wj + kjK(1 + c1)fH(t) Wjg (2.44)
??????? 2.5 ????????????????? H ???????????????????
K = 0:02 ???????????????????????? K = 0:04 ?????2 ??????
???? K = 0:08 ?????????????????????????????????????
?????????? [24]???????????????? N ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? N ??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? H(t) = B exp(i
t) ????????????
????? W (t) = V (t) exp(i
t) ???????????????????????????????
??????????????? V ????????????????
_V (k) = [1 + i(c0   
)V   (1 + ic2)jV j2V + kjK(1 + c1)(B   V ) (2.45)
??????????????????????????????? kjK '  ???????????
?????????????????????????? j ?????????
? 2.6 [(b),(e),(h)] ?????????????? (2.44) ???? jW j ???????? (jV j ??
??????????) ? ???????  ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? jWj j ????????????????? jW j ????
???????????????? jWj j ??????????????? jW j ?? ????????
????? j ????????????? 2.6 [(c),(f),(i)] ????????
Nakao ? Mikhailov [31]??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
? 2? ???????? 26
? 2.6 [(a),(d),(g)] ??? H(t) ??? (???) ??? (????) ?????????B exp(i
t)
??????????? [(b),(e),(h)] ??????????????????????????? 
???? V (t) ?????????????????????[(c),(f),(i)] jWj j ??????? (??
?????????????????) ???????? jWj j ???? ?????????????
??? jWj j ????????????????????? K = 0:02, B = 0 [(a)-(c)] ?K = 0:04,
B = 0:442, 
 =  1:25 [(d)-(f)] ? K = 0:08, B = 0:532, 


















??????????? [16{18] ?????????????? - ?????????????????
??????? Shiino ??? [18]??????????? Fokker-Planck ??????? H ????









?????????? Fokker-Planck ??? (NLFPE) ?????????????????????
?????????????????NLFPE ??????????????????????????




??????????????? x ?????????????? _x(t) = x   x3 ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
Langevin ??????????????????
_xi(t) = xi   x3i + 
NX
j=1
aij(xj   xi) + (t) (3.1)
????xi ? i ???????? (i = 1; :::; N) ?  ?????????? faijg ??????????
?????????? (i ? j ?????????? aij = 1 ? ?????????? aij = 0) ? i(t)
? hi(t)i = 0 ? hi(t1)j(t2)i = 2D(t1   t2)ij ??? Gauss ?????? (D ??????) ???
i ??? (????????????) ? ki =
PN
j=1 aij ?????????????????? [47]?
??????????????????????????????????? r(k) / k  (2 <   3)
?????????????????????? (aij = aji) ???????????????? (aii = 0)
?????????????????? kmin ? 6 ???????????  ? 2:5 ?????*1?
? (3.1) ?????????????????????????????????????????
? [51] ?????????????????? [37, 52{54] ???????????????????
?????????????Kouvaris ????????????????? [35]??Acebron [37]?
Perc ? [38,39] ??????????????????????????????????
? (3.1) ?????????? Laplacian ??????????????????????PN
j=1 aij(xj   xi) ???????????????????? N(x  xi) ?????????????
? x =PNj 1 xj=N ??????????????????????????????? (N ! 1) ?
? NLFPE ??????????????? [16{18]??????????? - ??????????
???????????????? H ?????????????????????????????
? [18]????????????????? (3.1) ????????????????????????
??????????????????
3.2.2 ????
?????????????????????????????t = 0 ????????????x = 0












???? = 0:02,  = 0:01 ??????????????????????????????????
????????? ??????????????? 3.1 ???????????????????
*1 ??  = 2:5 ????????????????  ? kmin, kmax, D ???????????????????????
?? 2 <   3 ????????????????  ??????????
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? 3.1 ????????????????????? (? (3.1)) ???????????????
?????????(a) t = 0?(b) t = 2 ?(c) t = 10 ?(d) t = 100 ?(e) t = 500 ?(f) t = 10000
?????? i ??? xi ??? ki (i = 1; :::; N) ??????????????????????
???????????????????????? (? (3.6)) ?????????????? x(t)
?????????????????? (3.5) ?????????????????????????
N = 1800 ? kmin = 6 ?  = 2:5 (kmax = 87 ?????) ?????????????  = 0:02 ?
D = 0:02 ????
???????????????? ki ????????????? xi ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? [27{31]??
??????????????????????????????????? t = 0 ?????????
?????????????????????????????????? (??????? ki < 50)
???????? 2 ?????? (?????????? (??????? ki > 50) ????????
?)??????????? (2 < t < 10) ????????????????????????????
????????????????? (3.1) ?????? xi(t) = 1ki
PN
j=1 aijxj(t) ????
_xi(t) = xi   x3 + ki[xi(t)  xi] + i(t) (3.3)
??????????????????????????????? jxi(t)j ????????????
?????????? xi  0 ?????????????????????????????????
? 3? ????????????????????????????? 30
?????????
_xi(t) = (1  ki)xi   x3i + i(t) (3.4)
????? ki < 1 ( = 0:02 ??? ki < 50) ?????? (??????) ??????? ki > 1
( = 0:02 ??? ki > 50) ??????????? (??????) ??????
ki < 50 ??????????????????????? xi(t) ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? kc ?????
?????? kc ????????????????? (?????????????????????
???????????????????) ?? 3.1?????????????????? (ki < 1)
???????????? (ki > 1) ????????????????????????????
(t = 100) ?
???????????????????????????????????? (ki < 1) ?????
?? (t = 500) ?????????????????? 1?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ki < 1 ??????
????????????x = 1 ?????????????????
???????????????????????? (t = 10000) ????????????????
??????????????? x = 1 ????????????????????????????
?? 1 ???????????????????????  > 0 ?????????????????
?????????????????? x $  x ????????????????????????
?? x =  1 ????????????????
??? 3.1 ???????? ? ???? kmin? ???? (?????????????????)
kmax ???? kmin < 1 < kmin ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ki < 1 ?????? (3.4) ????? 1 ??????






??????????????????????? D ??????? (??? Dc ???) ??????


















???? k ???????????? k = (1=N)PNj=1 kj ????????????????????
????????????????????? (?????????????????????????
?????? i ?????) ????????? k(2 fkmin;    ; kmaxg) ????????? x ????
? Langevin ???????
_x(t) = x  x3 + k [x(t)  x] + (t) (3.6)
??????? (t) ??k = kmin;    ; kmax ???????????????????????????
??????????? (3.6) ?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? [27{31]??
???? x ???? ???????????????????????????? 3.1 ???????






??? x ???????? dV=dx = x  x3 + k[x(t)  x] ???????????????????
??????












????????????????????? (3.7) ? V (x) ?????????? xg(k) ???????





? 3? ????????????????????????????? 32
3.3.2 ??? Fokker-Planck ???













???? (kj = k) ? Kronecker ?????????? N(k) =
PN
j=1 (kj = k) ??? k ?????
??????? N ?????????????????? ?? x ??? k ????? t ??????








P (x; t; k)xdx (3.10)






???????????? N !1 ??????? r(k) ????????????????????
? P (x; t; k) ??k = kmin; :::; kmax ??????????? NLFPE ????





x  x3 + k[hxi(t)  x]	P (x; t; k)+D@2P (x; t; k)
@x2
(3.11)
??????? hxi(t) ? ? (3.10) ???????????????? P (x; t; k) ? k ???R1
 1 P (x; t; k)dx = 1 ????????????? r(k) ?
Pkmax
k=kmin
r(k) = 1 ?????????
3.3.3 ???????????
? 3.2 ??NLFPE (3.11) ??????????????????????????????????
???????????? 3.1 ????????????????????????????? 3.1??
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?? (kmin = 6 ? kmax = 87 ???  = 2:5) ? ? D ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????? (3.2) ?  = 0:02 ?  = 0:01 ????
???????? Gauss ??????????
?????????????????? ( = 0:02 ??? k < 50???? k < 1 ???) ?????
???????????????????? ( = 0:02 ??? k > 50???? k > 1 ???) ????
???????????????? (2 < t < 10) ????????????????????????
???????????????? (t = 10 ???? hxi  0:40) ?????????????????
???????????????????? kc ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? x = 1 ?
?????????????? (t = 100) ????????????????????????????
??????? k < kc ???????????????? (t = 500) ???????????????
?????????????? (t = 10000) ???????????????????????????


































































? 3.2 ?????????????? Fokker-Planck ??? (3.11) ??????? P (x; t; k)
(k = kmin; :::; kmax) ???????????????????????????? (a) t = 0? (b)
t = 2 ?(c) t = 10 ?(d) t = 100 ?(e) t = 500 ?(f) t = 10000 ????P (x; t; k) ???????
???????????????????????????????????????? kmin = 6 ?
kmax = 87 ?  = 2:5 ??????????????????????  = 0:02 ? D = 0:02 ??
?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????






3.4.1 ??? Fokker-Planck ?????????????
??????NLFPE (3.11) ????????????????? hxi(t) ????????????
????????NLFPE ? k ????????????????????????????????
? 3? ????????????????????????????? 34
? 3.3 ??????? x(0) ???????? (3.12) ? (3.13) ??????????? x(1) ??
????? (?????? D = 0:02 < Dc ? D = 0:4 > Dc) ?????????? kmin = 6 ?
kmax = 87 ?  = 2:5 ?  = 0:02 ????
????????????









?????????????????????????????????? (??????? [17,18] ?
??) NLFPE ????????????????????????????????? x(0) ? ???















???? Pst(x; k) ??? (3.12) ? hxi = x(0) ?????????????????????????
???????????? x(1) ?????????????? x(0) ????????????????
?????? (x(0) = x(1)) ??????????????? x ????
? 3.3 ??????????? x(1) ? x(0) ???????????????????????
??????x(1) ?????????????????????? dx(1)=dx(0)jx(0)=0 > 1 ???
????? (? 3.3 ? D = 0:02 ????????) ? 2 ?????? x ??????????
? dx(1)=dx(0)jx(0)=0 < 1 ?????????? (? 3.3 ? D = 0:4 ????????) ?1 ???
x = 0 ????????????? D ! 1 ???? dx(1)=dx(0)jx(0)=0 < 1 ?? D ! +0 ????
dx(1)=dx(0)jx(0)=0 > 1 ??????????????? (?? 3.7 ?? (3.19) ? (3.20) ??? (3.23)
???)?????? kmax ???????????D < Dc ????????????? x ????
??? 2 ????????D > Dc ?? 1 ???????????????????????????
? 3? ????????????????????????????? 35
??????????????? Dc ?????????????????? D ??????????
?????????x = 0 ???? ???? k ???? NLFPE ???????? x$  x ????
?????????? jxj > 0 ?????????????????????????????????
??? x = 0 ??????????????????????? jxj > 0 ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????? D = Dc ??? - ?
?????????????????
? 3.4 [(a)-(c)] ?????????????????????? D ?????????? (a)
 = 0:005 ? (b)  = 0:02 ? (c)  = 0:2 ???????????????????????
x  jxj < x +x ???? jxj ????? (x) ??????????? x = 0:02 ??????
(x) ? Px (x) = 1 ???????????? NLFPE ??????? x ??????????
NLFPE ??????? Dc ???????(d) ??? Dc ?????  ????????????
?????????????? kmin = 6 ? kmax = 87 ?  = 2:5 ????
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? 3.5 [(a)-(c)] ????????????????????????????????????
N = 1800 ????????????????????????? = 0:02 (kmin < 1 < kmax
????) ????????????????????? x ?? (3.5) ????????????
??? (3.6) ????????????????????[(d)-(f)] ??????????????
 = 0:02 ??????? Fokker-Planck ???????????????????? D = 0:02 [(a)
? (d)] ? D = 0:14 [(b)? (e)] ? D = 0:2 [(c)? (f)] ????????????????????
? kmin = 6 ? kmax = 87 ?  = 2:5 ????
3.4.2 ?? - ?????
???NLFPE ???????????????? x ???????????????????? x
???????? 3.4[(a)-(c)] ????????? jxj ??? jxj ??D ???????????? (?
????????????????? x$  x ??????????????) ???????? 3.4(a)
?????  = 0:005 ?(b) ?????  = 0:02 ???? (c) ?????  = 0:2 ????????
?????????????????? jxj ??????????????????????????
????? NLFPE ??????? x ????????????? (a) ?? Dc  0:077 ? (b) ??
Dc  0:184 ? (c) ?? Dc  0:878 ???????????????? D > Dc ?????? NLFPE
????????? x = 0 ?????????? Dc ????????? NLFPE ????????
jxj ??????????
???????????????????????????? (jxj  (Dc  D)1=2) ???????
??????????? x ????????????????? x ??????????? 3.4(d) ??
??????? Dc ?????  ?????????????? Dc ??? dx(1)=dx(0)jx(0)=0 = 1 ??
??????????????? Dc ???  ???????????
? 3.5 ??????????????????????????????? [(a)-(c)] ????? hxi
??????? x ??????? NLFPE ?????????? (? (3.12)) [(d)-(f)] ??????
???????kmin < 1 < kmax ???????????????????????????????
???????????  ???????[(a)-(c)] ??? x = x ? NLFPE (3.11) ????????
? 3? ????????????????????????????? 37
?? (3.6) ??????????????NLFPE ????????????????????????
?????????????????????
????? D ????? Dc ???????????????????????? [(a),(d)] ????
??? x = 1 ???????????????????? x  1 ????????? NLFPE ????
???? x  1 ????????????? Pst(x; k) ? ??? k ???? x = 1 ????????
???? (3.6) ?????????????????? k ?????????????????????
???? k ?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
D ? Dc ??????????????????????? k ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
NLFPE ? Pst(x; k) ?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? x ??????????
D ? Dc ????? (? 3.5[(c),(f)]) ? ???????????????? x$  x ???????
?????? NLFPE ? Pst(x; k) ?? ??? k ???????? k ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
? 3.6 ?? kmax < 1 ? kmin > 1 ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? NLFPE ?????????????
?????????kmax < 1 ??? (? 3.6[(a)-(c)]) ? ?????????? k ?????????
????????????? (D  Dc ???) ???????? (D ? Dc ??????) ?????
k ??????? (D > Dc ???) ????????????? kmin > 1 ??? (? 3.6[(d)-(f)]) ?
?????????? k ???????? ??????????? x = 1 ?????????????
??????? (D  Dc ??????) ? 0 < x < 1 ??????????????????? (D ?
Dc ???) ? x = 0 ????????????????????? (D > Dc ???) ????????
????????????????????????????????????? NLFPE ??????
D = Dc ??????????? - ??????????????????????????????
3.4.3 ??? Fokker-Planck ??????? H ??
NLFPE ?????????????????????? H ???????????????????
NLFPE ?????????????? ???? k ? P (x; t; k) ?????????????????







P (x; t; `)




















Lyapunov ?? I ????????? 3.8 ????????
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? 3.6 ??????????????????????? N = 1800 (??) ??????????
??????????? Fokker-Planck ??????????????????????????
? (??) ?????????????????????? x ? (3.5) ????????????
??? (3.6) ????????????????????[(a)-(c)]  = 0:005 (kmax < 1 ????)
??? (a) D = 0:01 ? (b) D = 0:07 ? (c) D = 0:1 ?[(d)-(f)]  = 0:2 (kmin > 1 ????)
??? (d) D = 0:02 ? (e) D = 0:7 ? (f) D = 1 ??????????????? kmin = 6 ?
kmax = 87 ?  = 2:5 ????
3.5 ????
3.5.1 ????????
???????? D ???? Dc ??????????????????????????????
??  ??????????????????????? kmin < 1 < kmax ???????????
? 3? ????????????????????????????? 39
?????????? (????? k ????) ?????????????? (????? k ???
?) ?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????







(kj = k)xj(t) (3.15)




P (x; t; k)xdx (3.16)
??????
? 3.7(a) ??????? k ????? xk(t) ? hxik(t) ???????????????????
? 3.7(c) ?????????? xk(t) ? hxik(t) ? k ????????????????????
??xk(t) ? hxik(t) ???? hxik(t) ????????????????????????????
????? 3.7 [(a),(c)] ???????????????????????????????????
???????? 3.7[(b),(d)] ??????????????????????? xk(t) ? hxik(t) ??
x(t) = hxi(t) ??????? (3.7) ? V (x) ?????? xg(k) ?????????????????
???????? xg(k) ??????????????????????????xk(t) ? hxik(t) ??
????? xg(k) ? ????? xg(k) ?????? xg(k) ?????????????? xg(k) ??
x(t) ???? x ?????? V (x) ????????????
3.5.2 ?????????
??????????????????????????????????Kramers ???????
???? [56{59]????????????????????????????????????? k ?
???????????????????????????????????????????? (??
?????) xm(k) ?????? (????????) xg(k) ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? hxi(t)
?????????????????????????????????????
?? Gauss ?????????????????? Vu ?????????????????????
Kramers ?????????????? T ? T / exp(Vu=D) ??????????????????
??????????????? V (x) ? Eq. (3.7) ???????????????????????
??? xu(k) ???????? xm(k) ????????? V (x) ?? Vu ?????????????
????












?????????? k ???? hxi ??????? 3.8 ? Vu(hxi; k) ??????? k ??????
??? (hxi = 0 (a), hxi = 0:3 (b), hxi = 0:6 (c), hxi = 0:9 (d)) ?????????????????
? 3? ????????????????????????????? 40
? 3.7 (a) ????????? (N = 1800) ?????? k ???? xk ???????????
NLFPE ????? k ? hxik ??????(b) k ???? xk ????? (3.7) ????????
??? xg(k) ?????????? xg(k) ? NLFPE ?????? x = hxi ?????????
??(c) ?????? t ???? xk ? hxik ? k ???????????????(d) ?????
? t ???? xk ? xg(k) ? k ???????????????????????? N = 1800 ?
kmin = 6 ? kmax = 87 ?  = 2:5 ? D = 0:02 ?  = 0:02 ????????????? 50 ???
??????????????
???????Vu(hxi; k) ? k ????????????????????????????? k ??
???????????????????????????? k ???? Vu(hxi; k) ?????????
 1 < hxi < 1 ????????????????????????????? Vu(hxi; kmin) ????





? 3.9 ?????????  ?????????? NLFPE ???????? x(t) ? hxi(t) ????
?????????? 3.9(a) ?????  ????????????????????????????
 ??????????????? Vu(hxi; k) ????????????? 3.9(b) ?????????
???????????? NLFPE ?????????  ??????????????? Kramers ?
??????????????????????????? ???? k = kmin ??????????
? 3? ????????????????????????????? 41
? 3.8 ???????? Vu ??? k ??? ((a) hxi = 0 ? (b) hxi = 0:3 ? (c) hxi = 0:6 ? (d)
hxi = 0:9) ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????









  0:8841 (3.18)
????  = 2:5 ? kmax = 87 ???????? k = kmin ??????? Kramers ?????
T = C exp[ Vu(x; kmin)=D] ??? 3.9(b) ??????????????????? C ??????











? 3? ????????????????????????????? 42
? 3.9 (a) ????  ?????????????? (N = 1800) ???????????? x(t)
(50 ????????) ???????????? NLFPE ???? hxi(t) ??????(b)  ??
???????????????????? (N = 1800) ???? (50 ????????) ???
NLFPE ? ??? hxi(t) ????? T ????????? T ?? x(t) ? hxi(t) ? 0:95 x ?
??????????????????? ??? x ? ? (3.18) ??????? Kramers ????
T = C exp[ Vu(x; kmin)=D] ?????????? C ????????????????????





?????????????????????????????? Sznajd ??? [61, 62] ??????
???????????????????? [63]?????????????????????????






? 3? ????????????????????????????? 43
3.7 ?? A??????????




jx(0)=0 < 1 when D !1 (3.19)
@x(1)
@x(0)
jx(0)=0 > 1 when D ! +0 (3.20)
???? x(0) ? x(1) ??????????????????????????? (3.12) ? hxi = x(0)




















































































































k   x(0)) (3.26)



































(hx2ik   hxi2k) (3.27)























when D ! +0 (3.29)
???? (3.28) ??????????????????? k ??????? D ! 1 ?????


































V0(x) ? x ? 4 ????????????????????????? 3 ???? M , K1, K2 ???
????
























? 3? ????????????????????????????? 45



























hx2ikjx(0)=0 = 0 (3.36)
?????? (3.28) ???????????????
??? ? (3.29) ???? k ???? D ! +0 ??????????????????
?????? (x) ? x 6= 0 (k < 1) ? 2 ????????????????????? 2 ????
??? x = (xS)i (i = 1; 2) ?????????(x) ?? (xS)i ?????????????????
???????
(x) = A  ai[x  (xS)i]2 +    (3.37)
???? ai ??? A ???????????















when K !1 (3.39)
??????? f(x) = x2 ??? f(x) = 1 ???? K = 1=D ? j00 [(xS)i] j = 2ai ?  [(xS)i] = A














































? 3? ????????????????????????????? 46
??? (x) ? x = 0 ???????????????????? k > 1 ?????????????












































 12  1  1kX2 dXR
exp













k   1 > 1 (3.43)
???????? (3.41) ?????? k ???? (k=D)hx2ikjx(0)=0 > 1 ????????? (3.29)
?????????
3.8 ?? B?Lyapunov ??





???? S ??? H ??????????????????????????? D ????????
????? F = DI = H  DS ? F ?????????????????????????????

































P (x; t; `)




















?????????? (3.14) ????????? I ??? Lyapunov ??????????????
?? I ?? Frank ??????????????? [49]?????????????????????
???????????????????????
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I ????????????????????????????????? Q(x; k) ?? ? (3.12)






???? Q(x; k) = ~Q(x; k)=~zQ(k) ?????????????????????????? ~Q(x; k)
?????????????






































f [Q(x; k); k]
(3.49)
???? f [Q(x; k); k] ????????????














?????? Q(x; k) ?????? Fokker-Planck ??? (? (3.11) ????  = 0 ???????)
????????????????????? ???????? V0(x) ????????????
V0(x) =  D lnf~zQ(k)f [Q(x; k); k]g (3.51)












































???? R P (x; t; `)dx = 1 ?????????? ?? I ????????????




























r(`) ln ~zQ(`) (3.53)
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???? x ????????????????? Lyapunov ???????????????????
????




I  0; d
dt
= 0, P (x; t; k) = Pst(x; k); I >  1 (3.54)
























@P (x; t; `)
@t





@P (x; t; `)
@t






















???? R f@P (x; t; k)=@tgdx = (d=dt) R P (x; t; k)dx = 0 ?????? (3.50) ? Q(x; k) ? P (x; t; k)
????????????????























f [P (x; t; `); `]
f [Q(x; `); `]

dx (3.57)
??????? @P=@t ??? (3.11) ???????????????



















P (x; t; k)
=  @
@x







(x  y)P (y; t;m)dy  D @
@x








ln f [P (x; t; k); k]

(3.58)






fln ~zQ(k) + ln f [Q(x; k); k]g = D @
@x
ln f [Q(x; k); k] (3.59)
? (3.59) ??????? (3.58) ????????????










f [P (x; t; k); k]
f [Q(x; k); k]

(3.60)
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f [P (x; t; `); `]




f [P (x; t; `); `]














f [P (x; t; `); `]




f [P (x; t; `); `]














f [P (x; t; `); `]






f [P (x; t; `); `]














f [P (x; t; `); `]
f [Q(x; `); `]
2
dx  0 (3.61)
??? dI
dt
= 0 , P (x; t; k) = Pst(x; k) ????????????P (x; t; k) = Pst(x; k) ) dI
dt
= 0
????????????????????????? (3.61) ??? dI
dt






f [P (x; t; k); k]
f [Q(x; k); k]

= 0 (3.62)
???????????????????? f [P (x; t; k); k]=f [Q(x; k); k] ??????????????
f [P (x; t; k); k]
f [Q(x; k); k]

















????? P (x; t; k) ????????????????
























????? (3.12) ?????????? Pst(x; k) ?????3.4.1 ?????????? Pst(x; k)
? hxi = x ???????????????????????? x ? 2 ????????????
NLFPE ? 2 ???????????? P (1)st (x; k) = Q(x; k) ? P (2)st (x; k) ????????????
??????? Pst(x; k) ????????????????????? Q(x; k) ??????????
?????? Frank ???? [49]?????????
???? I >  1 ??????? hxi = (1=hki)Pmmr(m) R yP (y; t;m)dy ??? (x   y)2 =
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?????? (3.14) ? Lyapunov ?????????????????






















































































P (x; t; `) lnP (x; t; `)dx
(3.66)
???????? zP 0(`) 1 ???????????????






























P (x; t; `) ln





r(`) ln zP 0(`)
(3.68)
??????? P (x; t; `) ???? P 0(x; `) ? Kullback-Leibler ??? [18, 49, 58, 60]??????






???????? D ???????????? - ????????????????????????
??????????????????? Fokker-Planck ??? (NLFPE) ????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????? NLFPE






?????  = 2:5, kmin = 6, kmax = 87,  = 0:02 ??????
? 4.1(a) ??????????????????????? hjxjit ???????????? (hit ?
???????) ???? N ???????????????????????????????? N
??? D > Dc ???????????????????????????????????????







???? F ????????????????????????N ??????????????? N
?????????????????????????? Dc ???????????????????
???????? (???? Dc = 0:1749 ???) ????????????????????????
???????????????  (Dc  D)1=2 ????????????
??????????? kmax ?????????????????????*1?????? N ??
????????????????? kmax ???????????????????????????
*1 ????????????????????????????????? N(k) ? Nr(k) ????? [Nr(k) + 1=2] ?
????????????? (???? [] ????????????????????) ???????????????
? kmax = 87 ????? N = 1800 ??????? k ?????? N(k) ' Nr(k) ? 1=2 ????????????
???? (r(k) ? 3.2.1 ???????????????????) ????????????????????????
??? N = 1800 ??? k = 87 ??? 1=2  Nr(k) < 1 ?????????? N(k) = 1 > Nr(k) ???????






























? 4.1 ??????????????????(a): ????????????? hjxjit ?????
?????? N ??????????????(b): ? (4.1) ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? Dc = 0:1749 ?
???
?????? k = 87 ?????? 1  Nr(k) < 2 ??? N = 3600 ??????????????????????
??????????? N = 5400 ???????????????????????????? 4.1 ??? N = 1800





????????? k = 87 ??????????????????????? N ??????????????????
?????????????? N = 1800 ? k  12:8256 ?N = 3600 ? k  12:5822 ?N = 5400 ? k  12:6493 ?
N = 7200 ? k  12:5984 ????????????????????? N = 1800 ???? k  12:6278 ?N = 5400























??????????????????????????????? Fokker-Planck ??? (NLFPE)
??????????????????????????? NLFPE ???? Shiino (1987) ????
























????????????????????????????????????? Fritz Haber ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
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